Mid-infrared silicon photonics has recently emerged as a new technology for a wide range of applications such as optical communication, lidar, and bio-sensing. One key component enabling this technology is the mid-infrared optical modulator used for encoding optical signals.
Introduction
The operation wavelength of silicon photonics has been recently extended from the nearinfrared (NIR) to the mid-infrared (MIR) spectral region (typically defined as a wavelength range of 1.8-5 µm [1] ) for many emerging applications such as ultra high-speed optical communications, remote sensing, infrared version, and lidar [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] . With the unique advantages of complementary metal-oxide-semiconductor (CMOS) compatibility, various electronic and photonic devices can be monolithically integrated on the same chip to realize an on-chip MIR photonic system. However, on-chip MIR photonic systems rely on both active and passive fundamental devices that can operate in the MIR spectral region, and consequently, extensive efforts have been made to develop MIR photonic devices on Si. Recently, passive MIR devices such as low-loss waveguides, couplers, and splitters have been demonstrated [6] . In addition, active group-IV MIR devices including lasers [7, 8] and photodetectors [9] have been demonstrated recently, bringing MIR silicon photonics closer to widespread applications.
An optical modulator is a crucial component used for encoding optical signals in any photonic system. However, efficient MIR optical modulators based on group-IV semiconductors pose fundamental and scientific challenges. First, the symmetry of crystalline Si and Ge leads to vanishing linear electro-optic (Pockels) effects for optical modulators. Free-carrier plasma dispersion effects have been employed to fabricate high-speed Si optical modulators [10] [11] [12] .
However, relatively weak plasma dispersion effects require a long device length (typically several hundred micrometers or longer) to achieve efficient optical modulation, which pose challenges to high-density integration in Si photonics. Alternatively, introducing resonators with high quality factors can soften the device footprint requirements, but at the price of a significantly narrowed optical bandwidth of only a few nanometers. There is, fortunately, a third option that could potentially be developed into a competitive solution for efficient group-IV optical modulators based on electro-absorption (EA) effect in which the optical absorption coefficient in semiconductors can be modified via applications of electric fields. Although Ge is an indirect bandgap semiconductor, it surprisingly exhibits efficient electro-absorption effects associated with direct-gap transitions at strengths comparable to III-V direct bandgap 3 semiconductors, including the Franz-Keldysh (FK) effect in bulk Ge and GeSi [13] and the quantum-confined Stark effect (QCSE) in Ge quantum wells [14] . With efficient, ultrafast EA effects, high-performance Ge-based electro-absorption modulators (EAMs) have been demonstrated [15] [16] [17] . Unfortunately, the relatively large direct bandgap in Ge dictates that Ge-based EAMs can only operate near 1500-nm wavelength range, not in the MIR range. As a result, efficient MIR optical modulators based on group-IV materials remain elusive for completing MIR photonic systems on Si.
Recently, GeSn alloys have emerged as a new class of group-IV semiconductors for MIR Si photonics because of the tunability of their band structure, which can be tuned from indirect to direct, their bandgap energy, which can be reduced from that of Ge, and their CMOS compatibility. These advantages have led to the development of GeSn-based active photonic devices including light emitters [7, 8] and photodetectors [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] capable of operating in the MIR region. While there have been some reports studying the electro-absorption FK effects in GeSn [23, 24] , to date, GeSn-based optical modulators have not been experimentally realized. In this study, we demonstrate, to the best of our knowledge, the first GeSn EAM on silicon based on the FK effect. By introducing Sn into the active layer to engineer the direct bandgap energy, the absorption edge is extended to the MIR region. Upon the application of an electric field, we observe a clear FK effect and achieve optimal optical modulation in the MIR range, confirming the feasibility of GeSn alloys for efficient MIR optical modulators on Si. Design of GeSn electro-absorption modulators. Figure 1 shows a schematic diagram of the designed and fabricated normal-incident GeSn EAM grown using low-temperature molecular beam epitaxy (MBE). The device consists of a pseudomorphic Ge/GeSn/Ge p-i-n junction with a thickness of 140/360/390 nm on a double-side polished Si(001) substrate via a fully strainrelaxed Ge virtual substrate (thickness 120 nm). The GeSn active layer has a Sn composition of 5.2% and a compressive strain of 0.74%, which were confirmed by x-ray and calibrated secondary ion mass spectrometry measurements. The samples were fabricated into a normal incident EAM using CMOS-compatible processing technology [21] with a circular mesa (D) of 500 μm, a SiO2 passivation layer with a thickness of 400 nm, and Cr/Au metal pads with a thickness of 20/200 nm. As light is normally incident on the surface of the GeSn EAM, the EA effect takes place when an electric field is applied to the GeSn active layer under the revised bias condition, thereby modifying the absorption coefficient near the direct bandgap. As a result, the intensity of the transmitted light can be modulated. by the RC time delay and can be improved by reducing the device footprint [22] , thus achieving high-speed MIR optical modulation. We then estimated the bandwidth of the GeSn EAM as a function of the device diameter using
where C is the intrinsic depletion capacitance,  is the permittivity, R is the resistance, and A and t are the area and the thickness of the GeSn active layer, respectively. By choosing a standard load resistance of R=50 Ω, which is widely used in microwave measured systems, the bandwidth of the GeSn EAM as a function of the device diameter was calculated, and the results are depicted in Fig. 2(e) . The results show that the modulation speed can be significantly enhanced by decreasing the device diameter, and a high modulation speed of fRC>10 GHz is achievable for D<30 µm. with different swing voltages for the GeSn active layer was extracted from the modulation level spectra using [25] 
where t is the thickness of the GeSn active layer, and the result is depicted in Fig. 3(a) . The   spectra clearly show that the magnitude increases with the swing voltage, but the magnitude tends to saturate for While a high extinction ratio is favorable for all EAMs, a low insertion loss is equally essential. Thus, the absorption ratio, )
E is the indirect bandgap [27] ) near the direct-gap absorption edge. Consequently, Ge EAMs usually suffer from relatively high insertion loss and a limited absorption ratio. In our GeSn EAM, however, the energy difference L E  between the two valleys is considerably reduced to 85 meV, leading to a significantly reduced L  near the direct-gap absorption edge. As a result, the insertion loss is reduced, and the absorption ratio is increased. Across the wavelength range of 2067-2208 nm in Fig. 3(b) , the absorption ratio is always greater than 1 for
. This result implies that the extinction ratio can indeed be greater than the insertion loss, which is beneficial for achieving high-performance optical modulation. We thus define this 141-nm-wide range as the operating regime of this device. Moreover, the optimal working regime of this GeSn EAM perfectly matches the emerging 2-μm MIR optical communication band [1, 28] Ge considering the strain effects using the model solid theory and deformation potential theory [25, 30] (Supporting Information), and the results are depicted in Fig. 4 . Despite the compressive strain ( 0.143x
), the direct bandgap energy can be considerably reduced with increasing Sn content. In addition, the compressive strain splits the valence band, pushing the HH band above the LH band. As a result, the HH→cΓ transition is the lowest transition that defines the direct-gap absorption edge of the GeSn active layer, which is the working region of the GeSn EAM. The calculation indicates that an Sn content of 2.8% is required to redshift the direct absorption edge to the MIR range for optical modulation. Up to now, GeSn alloys with Sn compositions >15% have been experimentally demonstrated [8] . Therefore, with a Sn composition range of 2.8-15%, optical modulation in the broad spectral range of 1.8-4.26 μm can be achieved for a wide range of applications. The first step of the epitaxy process was the growth of a fully strain-relaxed Ge virtual substrate (VS) using a two-step growth technique, including a 100-nm-thick Si layer grown at 650°C, a 100-nm-thick Si layer grown at 350°C, a 60-nm-thick seed Ge layer grown at 350°C, followed by in-situ annealing at 800°C for 5 min, and a 60-nm-thick Ge buffer layer grown at 550°C. Then, a 390-nm-thick B-doped p-type Ge layer was grown at 550°C. The growth temperature was subsequently decreased to 150°C for the growth of the 360-nm-thick GeSn layer, followed by the growth of a 190-nm-thick Sb-doped n-type Ge layer. The epitaxy growth was completed with the growth of a 3-nm-thick Si cap layer.
Transmission experiments.
The transmission experiments were carried out at room temperature using a broad-band quartz-tungsten-halogen (QTH) lamp as the light source, which was filtered using a 1200-nm high-pass filter, and dispersed using a monochromator equipped with a 600-line/mm grating blazed at 1600 nm. The dispersed light was then reshaped using an 11 adjustable aperture and focused onto the top surface of the device through a 20X objective; this process ensured that the beam size was smaller than the window of the device. A squarewave AC bias with a frequency of 1 KHz was applied on the device using a wavefunction generator. The light transmitted through the device was then focused on a LN2-cooled InSb photodetector (1-5 μm detection range) and converted to an electrical signal, which was read out using a lock-in amplifier to determine the transmittance.
Data availability. The data that support the finding of this work are available from the corresponding author upon request. Responsivity experiments and absorption coefficient Figure S1 . Room-temperature responsivity spectrum of the GeSn p-i-n diode measured at zerobias conditions. The inset shows the measured reflectivity spectrum of the device.
Responsivity experiments were performed to obtain the zero-bias absorption coefficient ( 0 a ) of the GeSn active layer. A QTH lamp was used as the light source, which was chopped at 200
Hz, filtered using a 1200-nm high-pass filter, dispersed using a monochromator equipped with a 600-line/mm grating blazed at 1600 nm, and then focused on the device in normally incident direction via a microscope. The generated photocurrent from the GeSn p-i-n diode under unbiased conditions was read out using a lock-in amplifier to enhance the signal-to-noise ratio for determining the responsivity ( R ). The reflected light from the device was collected using an extended-InGaAs photodetector for determining the reflectivity ( refl R ). Figure S1 shows the measured zero-bias responsivity spectrum of the device, and the inset shows the measured reflectivity spectrum. From the responsivity and reflectivity spectra, the absorption coefficient of the GeSn active layer could be related to the responsivity by [1]       Here, 11 C and 12 C are the stiffness matrix elements of Ge1-xSnx, and their ratio is [6] 
